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BACKGROUND: Solvent/detergent (S/D) treatment is
an established virus inactivation technology that has
been applied in the manufacture of medicinal products
derived from human plasma for more than 20 years.
Data on the inactivation of enveloped viruses by S/D
treatment collected from seven Plasma Protein Thera-
peutics Association member companies demonstrate
the robustness, reliability, and efficacy of this virus inac-
tivation method.
STUDY DESIGN AND METHODS: The results from
308 studies reflecting production conditions as well as
technical variables significantly beyond the product
release specification were evaluated for virus inactiva-
tion, comprising different combinations of solvent and
detergent (tri(n-butyl) phosphate [TNBP]/Tween 80,
TNBP/Triton X-100, TNBP/Na-cholate) and different
products (Factor [F]VIII, F IX, and intravenous and
intramuscular immunoglobulins).
RESULTS: Neither product class, process temperature,
protein concentration, nor pH value has a significant
impact on virus inactivation. A variable that did appear
to be critical was the concentration of solvent and
detergent.
CONCLUSION: The data presented here demonstrate
the robustness of virus inactivation by S/D treatment for
a broad spectrum of enveloped test viruses and
process variables. Our data substantiate the fact that
no transmission of viruses such as human immunodefi-
ciency virus, hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, or of
other enveloped viruses was reported for licensed
plasma derivatives since the introduction of S/D
treatment.

S
ince the introduction of solvent/detergent (S/D)
treatment into the manufacturing processes of
medicinal products derived from human plasma
more than 20 years ago, no proven transmission

of enveloped viruses by any S/D-treated product has been
reported. Today, S/D treatment has become accepted
worldwide as an effective, robust, and simple technology
for inactivating enveloped viruses in various plasma
derivatives and other biologic products including recom-
binant proteins.

The development of the S/D treatment by the New
York Blood Center provided an effective and simple tech-
nology to inactivate enveloped viruses even at large pro-
duction scales.1 The mode of action is the disruption of
viral lipid structures by solvents such as tri(n-butyl) phos-
phate (TNBP). To make solvents available in aqueous
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solutions, detergents like Tween 80 (polysorbate 80),
Triton X-100 (octoxynol), or Na-cholate are additionally
required. In the very beginning of the development, a
combination of ether and Tween 80 was used.2 Due to the
explosive nature, this S/D mixture was replaced by TNBP
and Na-cholate,3,4 a combination still in use.5 Based on
further improvements of the S/D technology, TNBP and
Tween 80 is the most commonly used combination today.6

Meanwhile other effective combinations have been dem-
onstrated, including TNBP/Triton X-1007,8 or TNBP with
mixtures of different detergents. The successful inactiva-
tion of human pathogenic viruses such as human immu-
nodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), and
hepatitis C virus (HCV) or model viruses such as Sindbis
virus (SINV), Sendai virus, bovine viral diarrhea virus
(BVDV), and vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) was reported
by the New York Blood Center.4

Today, manufacturers of plasma derivatives must
investigate all relevant process steps at a well-defined
laboratory scale to demonstrate the viral safety of their
products. These virus validation studies must follow inter-
national guidelines and recommendations.9-12 In addition
to validation under production conditions, the guidelines
require the demonstration of the robustness of each virus
inactivation method by investigating the limits of the
production conditions or conditions even beyond these
limits. As a consequence, all manufacturers of plasma-
derived medicinal products worldwide are investigating
similar conditions of S/D treatment, using nearly identical
spectra of test viruses and generating nearly identical sets
of data.13 Thus, significant amounts of information on
virus inactivation by S/D treatment are available mean-
while, but for the most part remain unpublished and are
concealed in the archives of companies or regulatory
authorities.

To make those data available to all regulatory authori-
ties, physicians, patient organizations, and researchers; to
support WHO in caring for virus-safe plasma derivatives
in the developing countries; and also to reinforce the effi-
cacy and robustness of the S/D technology, seven Plasma
Protein Therapeutics Association (PPTA) member com-
panies consolidated their data on virus inactivation for
Factor (F)VIII, F IX, intravenous immune globulin (IVIG),
and intramuscular immunoglobulin (IMIG). The results of
in total 308 studies are presented here, including valida-
tion under production and robustness conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Products and procedures of S/D treatment
The data on S/D treatment generated by seven PPTA
member companies were collected and made anony-
mous. The data collection comprises the processes of
different manufacturers including different products;
different combinations of solvent and detergent; and dif-

ferent production variables such as temperature, protein
concentration, pH, incubation time, and concentration of
the virus-inactivating agents. Data on virus inactivation
under production conditions (n = 128) and data from
robustness studies (n = 180) are included. In total, data
from 308 studies were collected and evaluated: FVIII
(n = 91), F IX (n = 46), IVIG (n = 148), and IMIG (n = 23).
The different S/D procedures comprised the combination
of TNBP with Tween 80 (n = 173), with Triton X-100
(n = 35), with Triton X-100 plus Tween 80 (n = 56), and
with Na-cholate (n = 44). (Data of virus of virus validation
studies are provided in the appendix, available as support-
ing information in the online version of this paper.)

Conditions of S/D treatment
In Table 1 the relevant process variables of S/D treatment
are summarized, comparing the variables at production
scale to those investigated in robustness studies. In the
robustness studies, process variables were investigated
either at the upper and/or at the lower limits of the
production range or even significantly beyond these
limits.

In Table 2 the concentrations of solvent and deter-
gents are listed. Except from one S/D procedure, 3 g/L
TNBP is used at production scale. A broader range of lower
concentrations of solvent and detergent was only investi-
gated in the robustness studies.

Viruses and infectivity assays
The viruses used in the studies (Table 3) were chosen in
compliance with the current international guidelines on
virus validation. It should be noted that neither HCV nor
HBV can be propagated in cell culture. Therefore, appro-
priate model viruses were used instead. Viruses were
obtained from different sources (e.g., American Type
Culture Collection) and propagated on susceptible cell
lines.

To determine the kinetics of virus inactivation,
samples were taken and immediately diluted to terminate
the S/D treatment. Subsequently, these dilutions were
screened by infectivity assays. Virus titers were calculated
according to Spearman Kaerber.14 The virus inactivation
capacity (expressed as log virus reduction factor [LRF])
was calculated by comparing the virus titers before and
after defined time points of exposure to S/D, in compli-
ance with the current international guidelines on virus
validation.9 Whenever no residual infectivity was detected,
the corresponding virus reduction factor is reported as
greater than or equal to (�).

Virus reduction factors in the order of 4.0 log or higher
usually reflect a virus inactivation capacity which signifi-
cantly contributes to the overall safety of the finished
product. However, the actual LRF strongly depends on the
dynamic range of the assay, which is mainly limited by the
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following factors: titer and volume of the virus spike,
sample dilution necessary to avoid cytotoxicity due to
TNBP and detergent, and sample volume plated onto the
cell cultures for virus detection.

Data collection

All data presented here are derived from studies covering
the time-dependent inactivation of a test virus. As

TABLE 1. Conditions of S/D treatment and range of process variables

Product Process variables
Range in studies

(production conditions)*
Range in

robustness studies

F IX Protein concentration (g/L) 9-15 9-22
Temperature (°C) 18-25.5 18.0-25.5
pH 7.5-7.2 6.3-7.1
Incubation time (min)† 120-480 0-360

FVIII Protein concentration (g/L) 6-30 3.0-49.4
Temperature (°C) 18-28 13.9-28
pH 7.0-7.5 6.3-7.5
Incubation time (min)† 0.5-480 0-360

IMIG Protein concentration (g/L) 19-60 10-60
Temperature (°C) 20-30 20-32
pH 5.2-7.0 5.2-7.0
Incubation time (min)† 1-480 2-480

IVIG Protein concentration (g/L) 8-84 8-75
Temperature (°C) 6-32 2-30
pH 4.2-8.0 4.9-7.5
Incubation time (min)† 1-480 0-480

All products Protein concentration (g/L) 6-84 3-75
Temperature (°C) 6-32 2-30
pH 4.2-8.0 4.9-7.5
Incubation time (min)† 0.5-540 0-480

* Except for incubation time, where samples were drawn during incubation up to the time specified for the manufacturing process.
† Incubation time 0 minutes: first sample collection immediately after the addition of S/D.

TABLE 2. Concentrations of solvent and detergent(s) under production conditions and in robustness studies

Product Conditions
Concentrations of solvent and detergent (g/L)

TNBP/Tween 80 TNBP/cholate TNBP/Triton X-100 TNBP/Triton X-100/Tween 80

Factor VIII Production 3.0 2.9 2.9
10.6

10.0 10.6 3.2
Robustness 0.1-3.3 0.29-1.8 0.15-1.8

0.53-8.6
0.37-18.0 1.0-8.4 0.16-1.6

Factor IX Production 3.0

10.0
Robustness 0.32-2.62

1.1-12.0
IVIG Production 3.0 3.0 1.0 and 1.0 2.9

10.6
10.0 2.0 3.0 and 10.0 3.2

Robustness 0.08-2.62 0.3-3.6 0.25-2.3 0.03-1.46
0.11-5.30

0.25-12.0 0.2-2.4 0.25-7.5 0.03-1.62
IMIG Production 3.0 2.9

10.6
2.0 3.2

Robustness 0.6 to 2.0 0.25
0.95

0.4 to 1.3 0.30
All products Production 3.0 3.0 1.0-3.0 2.9

10.6
10.0 2.0 1.0-1.6 3.2

Robustness 0.08-3.3 0.3-3.6 0.25-2.3 0.03-1.8
0.11-8.6

0.25-18.0 0.2-2.4 0.25-8.5 0.03-1.6
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inactivation kinetics of 308 studies cannot be shown here,
only the data of the first time point are summarized at
which virus inactivation to below the limit of detection or
the highest virus reduction factor was achieved (e.g., the
LRF values for 1 min in Fig. 1). For the robustness studies
where residual infectivity was found only under extreme
conditions, the virus reduction factor obtained at the end
of the incubation time is given.

Each LRF represents an entire validation study on the
kinetics of virus inactivation by S/D treatment. Inactiva-
tion data for the different time points are presented in the
figures as a mean value and the range from highest to
lowest value is shown as vertical bars. Whenever neces-
sary, data of tightly neighboring time points or concentra-
tions were accumulated. So data at incubation times of 0
to 5 minutes and more than 5 to 16 minutes were com-
bined, and inactivation data at TNBP concentrations of
less than 0.5, less than 0.5 to 1, more than 1 to 1.5, more
than 1.5 to 2, more than 2 to 2.5, more than 2.5 to 3, and
more than 3 g/L were accumulated. Accumulation of data
was also used for temperature, protein concentration, and
pH values.

RESULTS

The virus inactivation data of all 308 studies are summa-
rized in Fig. 1, irrespective of the combination of solvent
and detergent, of the product, and of process variables
such as concentration of solvent and detergent(s), protein
concentration, temperature, and pH. LRF values are
plotted versus the incubation time, including all studies
performed under production conditions and all robust-
ness studies on investigating parameters significantly
deviating from production conditions. Figure 1 shows the
ranges of inactivation and the mean value for each time
point and the number of studies involved in each range.
The viruses used are listed in Table 3.

Studies under production conditions
Studies under production conditions were defined as
studies where the concentrations of S/D were not or only

insignificantly changed. In Fig. 2 data obtained under
production conditions are summarized, comprising all
viruses, different classes of product, and different combi-
nations of solvent and detergents. In total, 128 studies
were evaluated for HIV-1 (n = 28 studies), pseudorabies
virus (PRV; n = 44), BVDV (n = 43), SINV (n = 6), WNV
(n = 2), VSV (n = 4), and vaccinia virus (VacV; n = 1). The
process variables tested were in the range from 6 to 32°C,
pH values from 4.2 to 8.0, and protein concentrations
from 6 to 84 g/L. The TNBP concentrations were 1 and 2.9
or 3 g/L, and the concentrations of the detergents ranged
from 1 to 10 (Table 2). Ranges of LRF values are plotted
versus the incubation time. Complete inactivation of all
viruses could be demonstrated. Depending on the
dynamic range of the infectivity assay, virus inactivation
factors ranged between �2.4 and �8.4 log.

Virus inactivation in different products and by
different combinations of solvent and detergent
The 128 studies performed under production conditions
were evaluated for the potential influence of the different
products and their compositions, for example, protein
concentration, pH, buffer solution, and so forth, on virus
inactivation: FVIII (n = 34), F IX (n = 16), IVIG (n = 69), and
IMIG (n = 9). Virus inactivation was achieved from �2.9 to
�7.2 log for IVIG, �4.7 to �6.5 log for IMIG, �3.6 to �6.5
log for F IX, and �2.4 to �8.4 log for FVIII.

Four combinations of TNBP and detergent were
evaluated: TNBP with Tween 80 (n = 74), TNBP with Triton
X-100 (n = 8), TNBP with Triton X-100 plus Tween 80
(n = 25), and TNBP with Na-cholate (n = 21). For the com-
bination of TNBP with Tween 80, LRF values were between
�2.4 and �8.4 log, for TNBP/Triton X-100 between �2.9
and �6.5 log, for TNBP with Triton X-100 plus Tween 80
between �4.0 and �6.6 log, and between �4.0 and �7.0
log for TNBP/Na-cholate. The mean values and ranges of
inactivation for the different products and different com-
binations of TNBP and detergent are shown in Fig. 3.

Influence of protein concentration, incubation
temperature, and pH on virus inactivation
Inactivation by �2.4 to �3.8 log was achieved for HIV, PRV,
BVDV, equine arthritis virus (EAV), SINV, VSV, WNV, and
VacV. The test variables were as described under “Studies
under production conditions.” The data from 128 studies
indicate that virus inactivation is not significantly affected
by pH, incubation temperature, or protein concentration.

Influence of TNBP/detergent concentrations on
virus inactivation
Under production conditions, two different concentra-
tions of TNBP are applied: 1 and 3 g/L. Except for three

TABLE 3. Viruses used in validation studies
Virus Number of studies

PRV 117
BVDV 109
HIV-1 53
SINV 9
EAV 7
WNV 6
VSV 4
VacV 2
SARS-CoV 1
Total 308
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studies that were performed with 1 g/L, all other studies
were performed with 3 g/L. Detergent concentrations
varied from 2.0 to 2.1 g/L (Na-cholate), 10.0 to 10.5 g/L
(Tween 80), 1 to 10 g/L (Triton X-100), and 10.6 g/L Triton
X-100 plus 3.24 g/L Tween 80 (Table 2). For these combi-
nations of solvent and detergent, virus inactivation factors
ranged between �2.4 and �8.4 log. The two concentra-
tions of TNBP (1 and 3 g/L) in combination with different
detergents showed no influence on virus inactivation.

Studies on process robustness
In total, 180 studies on process robustness were per-
formed under conditions where the concentrations of
TNBP and detergents significantly deviate from produc-
tion conditions. Studies were evaluated for different
protein concentrations, incubation temperatures, pH
values, products, and combinations of solvent and deter-
gents and at reduced incubation times (Table 2). The con-
centrations of TNBP were in the range of 0.03 to 3.3 g/L,
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Fig. 1. Data on virus inactivation by S/D treatment of all 308 studies, including robustness studies with significantly reduced con-

centrations of solvent and detergent. Mean LRF values are plotted versus the first time point at which virus inactivation to below

the limit of detection or the highest reduction factor was achieved. Shown are the mean values of inactivation and the ranges of

inactivation for the corresponding time points: 0 to 5 minutes (n = 58), 5 to 16 minutes (n = 26), 30 minutes (n = 27), 60 minutes

(n = 42), 120 minutes (n = 73), 180 minutes (n = 17), 240 minutes (n = 16), 300 minutes (n = 1), 360 minutes (n = 21), and 480

minutes (n = 26). For viruses tested, please see text. Vertical bars show the range of inactivation.
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Fig. 2. Results of studies performed under production conditions (n = 128): all viruses. Mean LRF values are plotted versus the first

time point at which virus inactivation to below the limit of detection or the highest reduction factor was achieved. Shown are the

mean values of inactivation and the ranges of inactivation for the corresponding time points: 0.5 to 10 minutes (n = 18), 30 minutes

(n = 12), 60 minutes (n = 17), 120 minutes (n = 30), 180 minutes (n = 8), 240 minutes (n = 10), 360 minutes (n = 13), and 480 minutes

(n = 20 studies). For viruses tested, please see text. Vertical bars show the range of inactivation.
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and the concentrations of the detergents in the range of
0.11 to 18 g/L. Most of the studies were performed with
PRV (n = 75), followed by BVDV (n = 64) and HIV-1
(n = 25). Few studies were performed with EAV (n = 7),
WNV (n = 4), and SINV (n = 3). One study each was per-
formed with severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)-
corona virus (CoV) and VacV.

Demonstrated virus inactivation was up to �7.2 log,
irrespective of incubation time and all other conditions of
the S/D treatment. Virus reduction factors �1.0 log (non-
significant) were only found at drastically reduced S/D
concentrations. The results of these studies are shown in
Fig. 4, where the LRF values are plotted versus incubation
time.
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bars show the range of inactivation.
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Virus inactivation by S/D treatment in different
products
The potential influence of the different products on virus
inactivation was investigated. Fifty-seven studies were
performed on FVIII, 30 studies on F IX, 79 studies on IVIG,
and 14 studies on IMIG. In 49 studies, the TNBP concen-
tration was lower than 25% of the concentration used
under production conditions. Despite the major devia-
tions from standard concentration, virus inactivation
between 4.1 and �7.2 log was achieved. LRF values �1.0
log, considered as nonsignificant inactivation, were only
found at drastically reduced S/D concentrations. Those
studies will be discussed separately. Figure 5A shows the

virus inactivation data of product classes, plotted versus
the concentration of TNBP, and Fig. 5B the data plotted
versus the incubation time. Studies were performed with
PRV (n = 75), BVDV (n = 64), HIV-1 (n = 25), EAV (n = 7),
WNV (n = 4), SINV (n = 3), VacV (n = 1), and SARS-CoV
(n = 1).

Virus inactivation by TNBP in combination with
different detergents
Four combinations of TNBP and detergent were
investigated: TNBP with Tween 80 (n = 99), TNBP with
Triton X-100 plus Tween 80 (n = 31), TNBP with
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vation plotted versus incubation time. Vertical bars show the range of inactivation.
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Na-cholate (n = 23), and TNBP with Triton X-100 (n = 27).
The virus inactivation data of these different combina-
tions of solvent and detergent(s) are shown in Figs. 6A and
6B, where mean LRF values and inactivation ranges from
different combinations are plotted versus the concentra-
tion of TNBP and versus the incubation time.

Virus inactivation by S/D treatment at different
protein concentrations
A total of 175 studies on robustness were evaluated for the
protein concentration. Protein concentration ranged from
3 to 75 g/L with a median value of 30 g/L. Most studies

were performed with PRV (n = 74), and another 63 studies
were performed with BVDV. The remaining studies were
performed with EAV (n = 7), WNV (n = 4), HIV-1 (n = 24),
SINV (n = 3), and SARS-CoV (n = 1).

Forty-six studies were performed at protein concen-
trations between 3 and 9.7 g/L, resulting in LRF values in
the range of 2.2 to �7.0 log. With a protein concentration
of 10 to 40 g/L (n = 56), virus inactivation of 2.8 to 7.0 log
was achieved. The majority of studies (n = 74) were per-
formed at protein concentrations between 40 and 75 g/L,
and LRF values up to �6.8 log were found. LRF values �1.0
log (nonsignificant) were only found at drastically reduced
S/D concentrations. Any potential impact of protein
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Fig. 6. Results of all robustness studies (n = 180): influence of S/D combinations on virus inactivation. (A and B) Different combina-

tions of S/D, plotted versus TNBP concentration and incubation time. Vertical bars show the range of inactivation.
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concentration on virus inactivation was not observed
(Fig. 7C).

Virus inactivation by S/D treatment at different pH
values
A total of 160 studies on robustness were evaluated for the
potential influence of pH on virus inactivation. Robust-

ness studies, irrespective of all other process variables,
were performed in the range of pH 4.9 to pH 7.5. Virus
inactivation was achieved up to �7.0 log. Variations in pH
values did not result in a reduced viral inactivation capac-
ity (Fig. 7A). As observed for the protein concentration,
virus reduction values �1.0 log (nonsignificant) were only
found at drastically reduced S/D concentrations.

Virus inactivation by S/D treatment at different
incubation temperatures
In total, 180 robustness studies were conducted to evalu-
ate the influence of incubation temperature on virus inac-
tivation. The majority of the robustness studies (n = 138)
were performed between 20 and 30°C, resulting in LRF
values of up to �7.2 log. Thirty-four studies covered the
range from 10 to 19.8°C (LRF values, 3.0 to �6.8 log) and
nine studies were performed at incubation temperatures
between 2 and 6°C (LRF values up to �7.2 log). No influ-
ence of incubation temperature on virus inactivation was
found in the range tested (Fig. 7B). LRF values �1.0 log
(nonsignificant) were only found at drastically reduced
S/D concentrations.

Influence of low S/D concentration on virus
inactivation
In total, 49 of 308 studies were performed with signifi-
cantly reduced concentrations of TNBP/detergent(s), that
is, 25% or less of the concentration at production scale,
corresponding to 0.75 g/L instead of 3 g/L. Studies were
performed with IVIG and IMIG (n = 33), FVIII (n = 13), and
F IX (n = 3). Virus inactivation data are shown in Fig. 8A,
plotted versus the concentration of TNBP. Other variables
such as incubation temperature (6.0-30°C), protein con-
centration (8-72 g/L), pH value (pH 5.1-7.5), and incuba-
tion time (1-240 min) were not taken into consideration.

Twenty-nine studies were even performed at a TNBP
concentration of 10% or less of the standard concentra-
tion. In the majority of studies (n = 20), inactivation of
virus to below the limit of detection and/or inactivation by
�4 log was demonstrated (Fig. 8B). In only nine studies
was virus inactivation by less than 4 log or residual infec-
tivity found.

Some studies were performed with elevated Tween 80
concentrations (up to 18 g/L). No influence of elevated
detergent concentration on virus inactivation was
observed.

DISCUSSION

The consolidated results for virus inactivation by S/D
treatment presented here by the seven PPTA member
companies demonstrate the efficacy and the robustness of
the S/D technology, which is applied in the manufacture
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of many medicinal products derived from human plasma
for more than two decades. Data were collected for four
products (FVIII, F IX, IVIG, and IMIG), as those products
are commonly manufactured by all companies and they
represent the most licensed products.

Products
Although the investigated products tremendously differ in
their biochemical composition and properties, a potential
influence on virus inactivation was not observed (Fig. 3).
Under production conditions, all mean values of virus
inactivation are in the same narrow range of 5 to 6 log.
When the data of studies at robustness conditions were
plotted versus the TNBP concentration (Fig. 5), virus inac-
tivation by less than 3 log was observed for IVIG at only
significantly reduced concentrations of S/D in a very few
studies. This might be explained by the higher number of
studies performed for IVIG at low concentrations of S/D,

compared to the smaller number of data available for
FVIII and F IX under those conditions. At concentrations
of TNBP higher than 10% of the nominal concentration, a
potential influence of the different products on mean
values of virus inactivation cannot be identified.

Combinations of TNBP and detergent(s)
Regardless of the products or the combinations of TNBP
with Na-cholate, Tween 80, Triton X-100, or Triton X-100
plus Tween 80, test viruses were effectively inactivated
under a broad range of conditions. A potential influence of
different combinations of solvent and detergent(s) was
not found under production conditions (Fig. 3). In Fig. 5
for robustness studies, virus inactivation by different com-
binations of S/D is plotted versus the incubation time and
late time points might indicate slower kinetics of virus
inactivation. However, the data comprising only the first
time point of virus inactivation to below limit of detection
allow no conclusions on the kinetics of inactivation or
efficiency of the different combinations of solvent and
detergent(s). In Fig. 5, when the virus inactivation capac-
ity is plotted versus the TNBP concentration, some low
LRF values (�3 log) were observed for low concentrations
of TNBP in combination with Tween 80. Again, the reason
for those findings might be that most studies at low con-
centrations of TNBP were done for the combination of
TNPB/Tween 80. Thus, a potential influence might be
feigned by the smaller number of data for other combina-
tions of S/D. A potential influence of the different combi-
nations on mean values of virus inactivation cannot be
identified. Also, when data are plotted versus incubation
time, the mean values of inactivation scatter around a
magnitude of 4 log inactivation or higher. However, short
incubation times in robustness studies result in a larger
range of inactivation values.

Process variables: pH, temperature, and protein
concentration
No influence of pH on virus inactivation was observed in
the range from pH 4.2 to pH 8.0 (Fig. 7A). Data indicate
that pH has no perceptible influence on efficacy of S/D
treatment. Investigations beyond this range are useless,
because plasma derivatives (e.g., clotting factors) are very
sensitive to extreme pH values. In addition, there was no
obvious influence of the protein concentration (Fig. 6C)
on virus inactivation efficacy for the range from 3 to
84 g/L.

Incubation temperatures from 2 to 32°C were investi-
gated. In all cases, where low temperatures (�20°C) were
tested, no obvious influence on inactivation of test viruses
was observed, not even at 2°C (Fig. 7B). However, Seitz
et al.15 described significantly delayed virus inactivation at
6°C, when comparing combinations of TNBP with tallow-
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derived and vegetable-derived Tween 80. The studies pre-
sented here on incubation temperatures lower than 10°C
were performed with a combination of TNBP and Triton
X-100 and for IVIG only. Thus, the efficacy at low tempera-
tures shown in Fig. 7B might be specific for the product
and the TNBP/Triton X-100 combination. Figure 7 dem-
onstrates that all mean values of inactivation are in the
range between 4 and 6 log. Thus any potential influence of
pH, protein concentration, and temperature in the given
range on virus inactivation cannot be identified.

Incubation time
At production scale, S/D treatment is performed for at
least 60 minutes, but for most products considerably
longer (usually 6 hr or more). In virus validation studies,
incubation periods are usually shorter than at production
scale because inactivation of viruses to below limit of
detection is achieved already after a few minutes of expo-
sure to S/D (Figs. 1 and 2). Short incubation times repre-
sent worst-case conditions.

In Figs. 1, 2, 4, 5B, and 6B the virus inactivation
capacities are plotted versus the incubation time. The data
illustrate that effective virus inactivation is achieved
rapidly within the first minutes of S/D treatment. There-
fore, rapid inactivation of enveloped viruses results in a
high margin of safety at production scale due to the
remaining time, still available after virus inactivation to
below limit of detection.

Concentrations of solvent and detergent
As the only parameter that might influence virus inactiva-
tion, the concentration of TNBP was found critical
(Fig. 8A). Reduced concentrations of TNBP as 0.75 g/L,
corresponding to 25% of the standard concentration of
3 g/L, did not reveal any significant influence on inactiva-
tion of test viruses. However, TNBP concentrations of 25%
of the standard concentration can result in delayed kinet-
ics of inactivation. As expected, drastically reduced TNBP
concentrations lower than 10% of the standard concentra-
tion failed to inactivate some test viruses, for example,
PRV and/or BVDV, to below limit of detection, or LRF
values were lower than 4 log in 9 of 29 studies (Fig. 8B).
However, in the majority of studies (20 of 29) effective
virus inactivation by 4 log or higher was demonstrated,
even at TNBP concentrations lower than 0.75 g/L.

In robustness studies with significantly reduced con-
centration of TNBP (�10% of the standard concentration),
the limits of S/D treatment became obvious: low concen-
tration of TNBP is a critical variable. As TNBP is essentially
combined with detergents, a reduced concentration of
TNBP also implies reduced concentrations of detergents.
A potential influence of detergent alone or of decreasing

concentrations of detergent at a standard concentration
of TNBP was not addressed in the studies presented here.
TNBP is almost insoluble in aqueous solutions; thus a suf-
ficient amount of detergent is essential for efficient virus
inactivation. Elevated concentrations of Tween 80 in a
FVIII solution up to 1.8% (18 g/L) instead of 1% (10 g/L)
had no influence on PRV inactivation after 60 minutes of
treatment.

Kinetics of virus inactivation
The mean values of inactivation in Figs. 1, 2, and 4 for the
time points of 30 minutes or less demonstrate rapid
kinetics of virus inactivation within the first minutes of
treatment, as shown by the mean values of inactivation.
However, the range of inactivation is larger and comprises
even a few values of low reduction, as incubation times of
30 and 120 minutes show, but with mean LRF values of
>4 log.

The studies on inactivation of WNV and SARS-CoV
reveal that emerging enveloped viruses are also reliably
inactivated by the S/D treatment and confirm the validity
of the model virus concept in virus validation. Two studies
were performed on the inactivation of VacV. It was previ-
ously reported that VacV might be less sensitive to S/D
treatment because of the special structure of the virus par-
ticle.16 In the two studies presented here, VacV was effec-
tively inactivated by the combinations of TNBP/Tween 80
and TNBP/Na-cholate. However, with only two studies,
available data are very limited and might need further
confirmation.

Any obvious resistance of test viruses to S/D treat-
ment was not observed. For future robustness studies,
BVDV and PRV may be recommended as preferred test
viruses, as a limited inactivation capacity could be dem-
onstrated for these viruses in robustness studies at low
TNBP concentrations (Fig. 8B). It should be emphasized
that in all studies in which S/D treatment was performed
under production conditions, no residual infectivity after
treatment was observed, irrespective of the class of
product and of the combination of solvent and detergent.
With S/D concentrations of 3 to 10 g/L, at protein concen-
trations between 8 and 75 g/L, at a temperature range
between 15 and 30°C—for the combination of TNBP/
Triton X-100 even at lower temperatures—and pH values
between 5.2 and 7.5 reliable inactivation of enveloped
viruses can be achieved during 1 to 9 hours’ incubation
time.

When only data were evaluated with an inactivation
of >5 log after 60 minutes’ incubation time, 86 studies
remain. The process variables and the minimal concen-
trations of TNBP and detergent are listed in Table 4. Those
data might be limited by the test conditions and test strat-
egy of the different laboratories, but they indicate that
even with low concentrations of TNBP and detergent
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(0.15-1.5 g/L) effective inactivation is achieved after short
incubation times.

Based on 308 studies on S/D treatment, it can be con-
cluded that pH, product class, protein concentration, and
even low incubation temperature have no significant
influence on the virus inactivation capacity. Drastically
reduced concentrations of TNBP/detergent, tested in
robustness studies and far below production specifica-
tion, were identified as the only critical variable.

In conclusion, the data presented here demonstrate
the robustness, reliability, and efficacy of S/D treatment as
an established technology to completely inactivate envel-
oped viruses such as HIV, WNV, HBV, HCV, and SARS-CoV
and model viruses such as SINV, BVDV, PRV, EAV, or VSV.
Based on the model virus concept these data provide
assurance that also emerging enveloped viruses, for
example, SARS-CoV17 or WNV, are inactivated by S/D
treatment.

Furthermore, these data emphasize the efforts of the
plasma product industry as a whole to ensure the viral
safety of their products. As a consequence, as of today
there have been no documented transmissions of envel-
oped viruses such as HIV, HBV, HCV, or other enveloped
viruses by any S/D-treated plasma-derived medicinal
product. The laboratory data presented here confirm the
long clinical experience.

In general, the manufacturing process of plasma
derivatives include S/D treatment in conjunction with
other effective virus inactivation/removal procedures
such as heat treatment18 or virus filtration.19 These
orthogonal viral safety measures have proven as highly
effective in reducing if not eliminating the risk of trans-
mission of enveloped viruses throughout the industry.
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Additional supporting information may be found in the
online version of this article:

APPENDIX: DATA OF VIRUS VALIDATION STUDIES

Please note: Wiley-Blackwell are not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials sup-
plied by the authors. Any queries (other than missing
material) should be directed to the corresponding author
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